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Introduction 
HoC Committee was a project we’ve been working on for a long time. Our preparation goes 
way back which means we have lots to persent. This committee will be a perfect simulation 
of a real time White House and Congress bureaucracy. The delegates attending will try to 
conspire on others with any leverage they have to get to the top of hierarchy. So in order to 
help the attending delegates we are bringing up personalized guides. 
 
As we mentioned this committee is going to be unique in many ways but the specifics of the 
procedure are expressed in personalized guides due to the length of RoP. 
 
This study guide includes brief explanations of characters and what they pursue. Following 
that with a part specifically dedicated for understanding the basics of US Government 
system, which in return helps comprehending series. Then a Key Concepts section for 
special but important terms that are a must for understanding this committee. And a 
extremely detailed Series Guide that contains all the details that a delegate needs to know. 
 
We highly encourage you to watch the Series if possible. You can attend to session without 
seeing show first of course but in order to follow the dynamics of Congress and Whitehouse 
bureaucracy it would be crucial to you. 
 

Characters 
House Majority Whip: Frank Underwood(D) 

Francis Joseph “Frank” Underwood was an American politician who served as the 46th 
President of the United States from 2014 to his resignation in 2017, when he became the 
third president to resign from office. He assumed office after the resignation of Garrett 
Walker on October 30, 2014. Prior to this, he served as the 49th Vice President of the United 
States from 2013 to 2014, and formerly served as the majority whip for the United States 
House of Representatives, serving South Carolina's 5th district. 
 
Along with his chief of staff, Doug Stamper, his wife Claire Underwood, and publicist Seth 
Grayson, he gradually began to get revenge for being snubbed as Secretary of State by 
President Walker and eventually manipulated his way to becoming the 49th Vice President 
and after a time, the 46th President of the United States. 
 
 

President: Garrett Walker (Democrat)  
Garrett Allan Walker (born July 18, 1962) is a politician who served as the 45th President of 
the United States. A former Governor of Colorado, Walker was publicly inaugurated as 
President on January 20, 2013. He went on to pass an education reform bill and attempted 
to pass a watershed bill that was voted down in the House.His first Vice President, Jim 
Matthews, eventually left office to run for another term as the Governor of Pennsylvania, 
feeling useless as the Vice President. This was a motion that was set into play by Frank 
Underwood after Walker had passed Underwood up as his Secretary of State.Walker 
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selected Underwood to take Matthews' place as his second Vice President. Underwood 
would go on to continue his schemes and with multiple conflicts with Walker and their mutual 
associate Raymond Tusk, Underwood managed to set in motion events that caused the 
country to call for Walker's impeachment.Walker resigned to let the country begin to heal, 
rather than to face the possibility of conviction. President Walker resigned in 2014, allowing 
Underwood to become the 46th President of the United States and completing his year-long 
plan to seek vengeance on Walker and take his office. Walker and his family returned to 
their former lives as private citizens. 
 
 

Vice President: Jim Matthews  
Governor Jim Matthews is the 48th and current Governor of Pennsylvania. He previously 
served as the 48th Vice President of the United States, and as Pennsylvania's 46th 
Governor, before leaving the vice presidency to run for his former position as governor to 
replace the late Peter Russo as the Democratic nominee. 
 

Multi Billionaire: Raymond Tusk  
Raymond Alan Tusk is a billionaire industrialist who specializes in nuclear power and owns 
several nuclear power plants. He was also a close friend and adviser of President Garrett 
Walker. 
 

Lobbyist of SanCorp: Remy Danton  
Remy Danton is the former Chief of Staff for President Frank Underwood. Previously, he 
worked for Frank on Capitol Hill while he served as House Majority Whip. Following that he 
was also a partner at the lobbyist firm of Glendon Hill where his main responsibility is as a 
Washington lobbyist for SanCorp, a natural gas company. 
 

Chief of Staff: Linda Vasquez(D) 
Linda Vasquez was the former White House Chief of Staff under President Garrett Walker. 
 
 

Speaker of the House: Bob Birch (D) 
Bob Birch is the current Democratic Leader and former Speaker of the House of 
Representatives. A member of the Democratic Party, he represents Michigan's 9th 
Congressional District. 
 

Congressman of South Philadelphia: Peter Russo(D)  
Representative Peter "Pete" Russo was the member of the U.S. House of Representatives 
from Pennsylvania first congressional district. He was also a former candidate for Governor 
of Pennsylvania, a position left vacant after Vice President Jim Matthews' resignation as 
Governor. 
 

Majority Leader: David Rasmussen(D)  
Representative David Rasmussen was the House Majority Leader immediately after the 
2012 Congressional Election. He represents a congressional district in the state of Rhodes 
Island. Soon after the election, Majority Whip Frank Underwood approached Rasmussen 
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with the prospect of a leadership challenge against Speaker Birch. Rasmussen refused but 
Underwood sought out supporters regardless, claiming that Rasmussen was in fact leading 
the challenge. Once he had secured the votes of the Black Caucus, Underwood went to 
Birch to warn him about the leadership challenge. Birch dismissed Rasmussen and 
Underwood convinced him to appoint Womack as his successor. He is a loyal Democratic 
lawmaker who always votes with the rest of the party. 
 

Secretary of State: Catherine Durant 
Catherine Durant was an American politician, most recently serving as the 68th United 
States Secretary of State. Prior to leading the State Department, she served as a United 
States Senator from Louisiana. 
 

Black Caucus Leader: Terry Womac 
Terry Womack is the Minority Whip of the U.S. House of Representatives, and the leader of 
the Black Caucus. 
 

Deputy House Minority Whip: Jackie Sharp  
Jacqueline A. "Jackie" Sharp is the Deputy House Minority Whip of the United States House 
of Representatives and a member of the U.S. House of Representatives from California's 5th 
congressional district. She previously served as House Majority Whip. 
 

Representatives from New Hampshire: Donald Blythe 
Donald Blythe is an American politician of the Democratic Party and the 50th Vice President 
of the United States, serving under President Frank Underwood first term. Blythe is a former 
Member of the House of Representatives from New Hampshire.He is one of four Vice 
Presidents to serve as Acting President of the United States, The others being Vice 
President's George H.W. Bush, Dick Cheney, and later Claire Underwood. He assumed the 
duties of the office when he and the cabinet invoked section 4 of the 25th amendment, 
following the attempted assassination of incumbent president Francis Underwood. President 
Underwood later resumed his duties when he returned to the White House. 
 
 

Secretary of State Nominee Michael Kern(D) 
Michael Kern is the Secretary of the Treasury in the administration of President Frank 
Underwood. He previously served as a U.S. Senator from Colorado. 
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How does US Government Works? 
Before diving into the series and understanding its plot we decided that a brief explanation of 
“How US Government Works” would ease comprehending characters and events because  
during the chain of events there are quite a few specific political/judicial terms and concepts 
which may require explanation to a degree. 
 
First of all, The United States is the world's oldest surviving federation. It is a federal republic 
and a representative democracy, "in which majority rule is tempered by minority rights 
protected by law" In the American Federalist System, citizens are usually subject to three levels 
of government: federal, state, and local. The local government's duties are commonly split 
between county and municipal governments and in almost all cases, executive and legislative 
officials are elected by a plurality vote of citizens by district. Highest title on local level is mayor. 
The more important state level superior title is governor which they get directly elected by the 
states residences and the governor heads the government's executive branch in each state or 
territory and, depending on the individual jurisdiction, may have considerable control over 
government budgeting, the power of appointment of many officials (including many judges), 
and a considerable role in legislation. They also have veto rights in many states for new 
legislation. 
 
And the most important part of government:  
Federal Level 
 

 
The government is 
regulated by a system of 
checks and balances 
defined by the U.S. 
Constitution, which serves 
as the country's supreme 
legal document.The 
original text of the 
Constitution establishes 
the structure and 
responsibilities of the 
federal government and its 
relationship with the 
individual states. All laws 
and governmental 
procedures are subject to 
judicial review and any law 
ruled by the courts to be in 
violation of the Constitution 
is void. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
The federal government comprises three branches: 
 

Executive: The president is the commander-in-chief of the military, can veto legislative 
bills before they become law (subject to Congressional override), and appoints the members of 
the Cabinet (subject to Senate approval) and other officers, who administer and enforce federal 
laws and policies 
 

Judicial: The Supreme Court and lower federal courts, whose judges are appointed by 
the president with Senate approval, interpret laws and overturn those they find unconstitutional. 

 
Legislative: The bicameral Congress, made up of the Senate and the House of 

Representatives, makes federal law, declares war, approves treaties, has the power of the 
purse(tax legislation), and has the power of impeachment, by which it can remove sitting 
members of the government(President, Vice President and any member of Cabinet). 

The House of Representatives has 435 voting members, each representing a 
congressional district for a two-year term. House seats are apportioned among the states by 
population following each decennial census. Each state then draws single-member districts to 
conform with the census apportionment. At the 2010 census, seven states had the minimum of 
one representative, while California, the most populous state, had 53. The District of Columbia 
and the five major U.S. territories each have one member of Congress these members are not 
allowed to vote. 

 
The Senate has 100 members with each state having two senators, elected at-large to 

six-year terms; one-third of Senate seats are up for election every other year. The District of 
Columbia and the five major U.S. territories do not have senators. The president serves a 
four-year term and may be elected to the office no more than twice. The president is not elected 
by direct vote, but by an indirect electoral college system in which the determining votes are 
apportioned to the states and the District of Columbia.The Supreme Court, led by the chief 
justice of the United States, has nine members, who serve for life. 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Key Concepts 
Party/Congressional Leadership: Various part leaders with titles.  
The Speaker of the House is the leader of the HoR, after President and V.P. he is the 3rd 
most powerful person. They are elected by the majority party every two years. He has two 
assistants to run the house which are Majority Whip and House Majority Leader. 

 
The Majority Whip’s job is to count votes on important legislation to make sure 
congressman vote on their party line. 
 
House Majority Leader is a congressman that has good relations with particular 
factions of House. 
 
The minority party also has Minority Whip and House Minority Leader but no 
Speaker. The minority leader is the main chief member of the minority so they are 
one of the most popular people in that party. 
 
In the Senate, the leader is Vice President but generally its ruled by the President 
pro tempore. The Senate has majority and minority leaders too. 
 

Impeachment: İs the process by which a legislative body levels charges against a 
government official. Impeachment process starts in House with an impeachment resolution 
given by any member of HoR. After that it needs to be approved by the House Judiciary 
Committee and after that if the simple majority in house is achieved the president becomes 
officially Impeached. But in order for an president to lose presidency the Senate trial needs 
to be carried out. If 2/3rds of the jurors(Senators) vote to convict, the President is removed. 
 
PACs: PACs is an acronym that stands for Political Action Committee, PACs are way for 
businesses, labor unions and other special interest groups to pool donations for a specific 
campaign. But they have significant financial restrictions like corporations aren’t allowed and 
donations are capped at $5.000 per candidate and up to $15.000per national party per year. 
But it is argued that PACs are in violation of freedom of speech so this led to creation of 
Super PACs. Essentially these organisations are allowed to give unlimited funds from 
people, corporations and unions with only condition of independent operation from 
candidates. The Super PACs are primary way of influencing political campaigns for special 
interest groups and wealth individuals. 
 
GOP: “Grand Old Party” and old term referring to Republican Party. 
 
Subpoena: An order issued under the authority of a court that is commanding a person to 
appear in court to give testimony or evidence before the court. 
  
Congressional Committees: Both Senate and House are divided up into committees in 
order to make them more efficient because it is generally easier to write laws in smaller 
groups. They are categorized differently from each other but there are 19 in House and 16 in 
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Senate totally. Congressmen and Senators can serve on multiple committees. Each 
committee has a chairperson and generally they are the most important member of that 
committee because they have discretion over the bills which is called Gatekeeping Authority. 
Each congressman can propose a bill ,which is called Proposal Power, but it has to got to 
and be reported out of a committee first. 
 
Congressional Caucuses: Are semi-formal groups of congresspeople organized around 
particular identities or interest. The Black Caucus, Tea Party movement and Congressional 
Caucus for Women's Issues. These groups do not have official part in legislative process. 
 
Government Shutdown: This occur when there is a failure to pass funding legislation to 
finance the government for its next fiscal year or a temporary funding measure. Ever since a 
1980, a "lapse of appropriation" due to a political impasse on proposed appropriation bills 
requires that the US federal government curtail agency activities and services, close down 
non-essential operations, furlough non-essential workers, and only retain essential 
employees in departments covering the safety of human life or protection of property 
Voluntary services may only be accepted when required for the safety of life or property. 
 
Filibuster: It is a tactic used in the United States Senate to prevent a measure from being 
brought to a vote by means of obstruction. The most common form occurs when one or 
more senators attempt to delay or block a vote on a bill by extending debate on the measure 
due to speakers not having time limits. 
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Series Guide 
 
 

● 1.ep 
○ Frank won’t get the Secretary of State position which have been promised by 

the President to be Garrett Walker. 
○ An Education Bill that has been drafted by the Donald Blythe that contains tax 

increase, ban on vouchers, federal oversight is a far right policy which won’t 
pass in congress. But this inadequate bill somehow leaked to the press and 
was on the the morning paper of the Washington Herald a story by Zoe 
Barnes. 

○ The congressman Peter Russo gets arrested for intoxicated driving and gets 
bailed out. 

 
● 2.ep 

○ It is revealed to us that Frank has ties to SanCorp, a natural gas company 
that has interests abroad. 

○ Peter Russo has been sent for a mission to persuade Roy Kapeniak to come 
out to media concerning the the information about the school paper which 
contains sensitive ideas about the US foreign policy and been under the 
editorial of Michael Kern(This news is published by Zoe Barnes). 

○ State nominee Michael Kern makes statements that firstly upsets Israeli 
authorities and later on makes comment of  “Stability of Israel is very 
important to us, there can’t be Palestine without a Israel.” After those 
statements a rumour start that Durant can be and is the most suitable 
(wo)man for the job. 

 
● 3.ep 

○ Frank negotiates education bill with Marty Spinella, the head of Teachers 
Union. 

○ Frank tries to deal with the parents of a teenager back in his Congressional 
District who got into deadly accident because of something Frank supported 
during his campaign. 

 
● 4.ep 

○ Frank wants to make the 100 day mark to pass the Education Bill and asks 
President (through Vasquez) gets denied asks Bob Birch(Speaker of the 
House) who opposes education bill as a democrat, gets denied so he makes 
a plan which follows like: 
First of all Frank convinces president that if they comprise the oval office 
would look bad in the eyes of public so they need to fought for it, after he 
goes to David Rasmussen (majority leader) and tells him if wants he can be 
the speaker but Rasmussen refuses. After the refusal Frank continues to 



collect enough votes to challenge the leadership meaning with all 
republicans(208) and speaker vote he needs 11 more votes from democrats 
which if he can convince black caucus gives 11 votes. He goes to Terry 
Womac(D) the leader of Black Caucus. He offers to keep his military base in 
his district open and make him majority leader so he agrees (In order to keep 
Womac’s base open he needs to close the one on the Russo’s so he does.). 
With all of these done he lastly confesses to Birch the plan of party revolt 
against him and they can sure do kick him out (but obviously saying that this 
is coming out of Rasmussen), Frank expresses that he can convince black 
caucus other way around if he still appoints Womack majority leader and 
supports the education bill so Birch agrees and dismisses Rasmussen from 
majority leader. 
 

● 5.ep 
○ Because Frank lied to Spinella he threatens him starts organizing the biggest 

teachers strike in the US history (a conclusion due to disagreements on 
performance standards and collective bargaining). 

○ Claire organizes a fundraiser gala for Clean Water Initiative(CWI) and is been 
countered by protestors but gala attendees share food with them. 

 
● 6.ep 

○ Peter Russo gets chosen by the party to run for South Philadelphia district 
and is given a 4 million dollars for campaigning. 

 
● 7.ep 

○ They continue preparing for campaign of Russo. 
 

● 8.ep 
○ They continue preparing for campaign of Russo. 
○ Vice President feels left out in major events and during the Campaign Rally, 

doing endorsements for Russo, Mathews selfishly pursues his own ideology 
and ignores most of Russos such as Delaware River Watershed Bill. 

 
● 9.ep 

○ Delaware River Watershed Bill gets defeated because Claire wanted to get 
her humanitarian support from South Sudan but because of cut diplomatic ties 
she couldn’t so she seeks the help of Remy Danton(lobbyist of SanCorp) but 
he wants Claire to destroy Delaware River Watershed Bill in exchange of 
helping with the humanitarian aid which they both agree on. 

 
● 10.ep 

○ Due to the failure of the Russo’s bill, Frank suggests they can turn to the 
SanCorp and natural gas industry which can bring more than 100.000 jobs in 
the upcoming decade so in order to announce that Frank arranges an 
interview on a local Pittsburgh radio. But because of the prostitute Frank sent 
earlier he gets drunk and messes up the interview. 



○ Claire goes to New York to stay with her all lover Adam Galloway after an 
argument over being used by his husband, Frank. 

 
● 11.ep 

○ Frank finally lays out the plan for Russo. Basically he sent Russo to talk with 
Remy about the natural gas opportunity and Remy convinces Russo to talk 
about the natural gas opportunities on the radio show tomorrow, but Frank 
sends a prostitute to devour Russo and make him spent the night and making 
him unable to properly attend the interview. When the morning comes he 
goes on air intoxicated and messes it up, he closes himself to his house for a 
while then he turns himself in because of driving intoxicated because of his 
unstable mental situation. With his connections in the DCPD Russo is 
collected by Frank and Doug Stamper(Frank’s personal assistant), after 
talking to Russo on the car Frank realises he is very unstable and can easily 
make impulsive decisions so he makes him sleep in his car that is in Russo’s 
garage engine on. Police declares a suicide, before death happened frank 
goes to Mathewes to suggest taking the place of Russo because of what he 
said during the bus tour and agrees if the president is on board so he goes to 
president suggesting they could replace the Russo’s place with Mathewes if 
they could do the PR right. 

○ Claire comes back after the news and does a joint statement with Frank to 
give condolences for Russo. 

 
● 12.ep 

○ President is looking for candidates for vp and he can’t make any decisions so 
he sends Frank to  vent Raymond Tusk(a multi billionaire that president has 
secret connections to). Meanwhile, Frank finds out that actually he is the one 
vented instead of Tusk and when Tusk tries to get Frank under his influence 
frank leaves the St. Louis, refusing to become the puppet of Tusk. 

○ Zoe and Janine Skorsky drugs deeper into the Underwood’s masterplan and 
reaches to Christina Gallagher. 

○ Claire faces a lawsuit with Gillian Cole because of their odds against each 
other on the help received through the SanCorp. 

 
●  13.ep 

○ Frank personally goes to Atlanta to talk with the CEO of SanCorp which is to 
convince them to hostaily take over some of the subsidiaries of Tusk to make 
him feel threatened so that he can let(recommend) Frank as a valid vp but 
instead Tusk buys SanCorp destroying Frank’s plan. 

○ They fail and Tusk buys enough stocks to hostile takeover SanCorp so Frank 
and Linda does a plot which they unofficially add Birch and Tusk to the 
schedule and leak it Zoe and when the president know this he and Tusk feel 
treathen (losing control/news reporters going to the house of Tusk) so right 
before meeting with President, Tusk talks with Frank and finally lets him 
become the VP with no strings attached and being equals.  

 



END OF SEASON 1 
● 14.ep 

○ Zoe and her colleagues starts reaching out to contacts related to death of 
Russo. 

○ Frank talks to Sharp and gives his support for becoming the house whip and 
gives enough resources to compete with her opponents Howard Webb and 
Wes Buchwalter. But in a meeting with the Terry Womack and Majority leader 
they decide to let party members decide who should be the successor to 
Frank. 

○ Frank pushes Zoe Barnes into the railway in metro station and he gets rid of 
her. After learning news Skorsky freaks out and leaves town immediately. 

 
● 15.ep 

○ Franks sets a meeting with leadership and two whip nominees acting like he 
supports the idea of not supporting anyone. 

○ Raymond Tusk, Catherine Durant, Frank Underwood and President gather in 
a meeting to talk about what to set agenda. They decide to set agenda 
according to Tusk’s interests in the U.S. China Joint Commision Meetings. 

○ It is revealed to us that Sharp has a relation with Ted Havemeyer who 
supported her in campaign and time in congress so when he learns about the 
whip race he ensures Jackie of his support. 

○ Frank talks to Durant alone to change her decision and encourages her to talk 
about the topics that they did not decided in the meeting with the president. 

○ After, the talks canceled due to Chinese refusing to debate upon the topic of 
Government-Sponsored cyber attacks. 

○ Frank supports the ideas of President no matter what happens so President 
gives an statement that supports what Durant did which antagonizes the 
Tusk’s business.  

○ Jackie gets permission from Havemeyer to give the Ways and Means 
committee chairmanship to Webb to delude him from cooperating with 
Buchwalter. But he refuses that deal and says he wants Ted Havemeyer to be 
politically destroyed. Which Jackie has dirt on but she is concerned for his 
friend and afraid of doing what she had to do. 

 
● 16.ep 

○ The president is facing a major shutdown due to republicans forcing a 
retirement age bill that is against fundamental democrat ideas. But Frank 
thinks this could be turned into advantage of Presidency if Frank whips the 
votes there would be a bipartisan bill prepared and they avoid the shutdown 
completely resulting in positive attraction from public. Frank talks with Tusk 
and gets him onboard to persuade the President (rising the Entitlement 
Eligibility to 67). So Frank starts lobbying with Republicans and Tea Party. But 
after all the deal was made right before the vote Mendoza gets cold feet and 
backs from deal so Frank personally lobbies with republicans and gets the 
needed numbers and finally during the Senate session Frank uses special 
actions to pass that bill. 



○ Claire hires a media assistant named Connor Ellis. 
○ Curtis Haas doesn’t agree with Frank but they compromise by including a 

super majority point of order against revisiting the issue for fifteen years. 
○ Bob Birch tries to turn the Sharp against Frank but he fails. 
○ Frank and Claire becomes suspected of relationship between Christina and 

President. 
 

● 17.ep  
○ Before the Underwoods' have their first major media interview, Frank 

Underwood attempts to secure the last votes he needs to pass the entitlement 
amendment in the House by negotiating with Donald Blythe, who still holds a 
grudge against Frank because of the education bill. Frank and Blythe end up 
getting quarantined inside the Capitol when a package containing white 
powder is received. Frank takes the time to try and convince Donald to help 
him, even going so far as using Donald's wife's illness in his favor. 

○ Doing the interview alone, Claire is pressured into revealing she once had an 
abortion, and lies that the pregnancy was a result of her rape by General 
McGinnis. She and her PR person are surprised when her confession is 
supported by a woman who was assaulted by him as well. Once Lucas is 
caught, he is arrested and all of his suspicions towards the Underwoods are 
discredited. 

○ Jackie Sharp and Remy Danton meanwhile try to help Frank lobby for votes 
to avoid the government shutdown. The entitlement amendment narrowly 
passes thanks to Jackie. 

 
● 18.ep 

○ While attending a civil war reenactment, Frank Underwood tries to hold 
back-channel trade negotiations with Xander Feng over a proposed bridge 
over Long Island Sound. Feng is a wealthy Chinese businessman with ties to 
Raymond Tusk, and Frank discovers that Feng and Tusk are manipulating a 
trade summit to secure greater profits for themselves and to strengthen their 
refinery projects. Frank retaliates by sabotaging the entire summit with 
miscommunication and assorting blame to Feng. 

○ In doing so, he drives a wedge between Tusk and Garrett Walker. The 
President then orders the U.S. delegation to withdraw from the summit and 
risks initiating a trade war. Meanwhile, Seth Grayson extorts Claire after 
learning that her abortion actually had nothing to do with her rape by 
McGinnis. This power play successfully gains him a position on the 
Underwoods' staff. He then begins helping Claire. 

 
● 19.ep 

○ As Frank Underwood helps the President deal with an energy crisis brought 
about by a Chinese trade blockade thanks to Xander Feng and Raymond 
Tusk, Claire manipulates Tricia(First Lady) into believing Christina Gallagher 
is interested in the president. Frank proposes establishing a subsidy for 



nuclear power as part of a plan to wait out the trade blockade, but his 
suggestion puts him even more on Tusk's bad side. 

○ Elsewhere, Jackie and Remy meet on legislation to pressure Tusk into 
cooperating with the strategy but end up sleeping together. Jackie tries to 
remain indifferent by saying she doesn't want a relationship and leaves soon 
after. Remy meanwhile realizes Tusk is going to fight the President's 
legislation, but Frank tells Walker to stand firm. As Frank prepares to throw 
the ceremonial first pitch at Camden Yards, Tusk's utility shuts off the power. 

○ In retaliation, Frank encourages Walker to seize Tusk's power plants, which 
then leads Frank and Tusk to meet at Freddy Hayes's restaurant but the two 
are unable to reconcile. 

 
● 20.ep 

○ The Democrats face mid-term problems when new attack ads are released, 
forcing Frank and Doug to try to influence financial supporters.  

○ President Walker and his wife Patricia Walker head to the Underwood's for 
dinner. Patricia starts to become jealous over how close her husband and 
Christina Gallagher are.  

○ Claire looks for co-sponsors for her bill to investigate and prosecute sexual 
assault in the military. 

○ Remy asks Jackie where they stand, and it is revealed Seth Grayson is 
working for Remy, who turns on Remy to work for Frank.  

○ Doug meets with Xander Feng to try to get him to turn on Raymond Tusk. 
 

● 21.ep 
○ Frank lobbies Linda Vasquez and Garrett Walker for the bridge proposal. 

Elsewhere, Claire Underwood vows to stand behind the McGinnis accuser 
Megan Hennessey. 

○ She learns that Tricia is estranged from the president. At Claire's suggestion, 
Tricia decides to pursue marriage counseling.  

○ Frank and Linda clash over the bridge proposal, which leads to an argument 
and Linda's subsequent resignation, but Walker ends up committing to 
Frank's bridge deal and to marriage counseling with Tricia. 

○ While helping Jackie Sharp investigate the casino money trail, Remy tracks 
down Adam Galloway, Claire's ex. In the process, Remy also figures out that 
Seth Grayson has sold him out and has gone over to the Underwoods. 

○ Frank meets with Lanagin and Tusk, who offers Democratic funding in 
exchange for helping Tusk reconcile with Walker. Frank has Doug arrange a 
meeting between Tusk and Walker, but then Doug confirms with Feng that the 
bridge deal is approved and asks him to shun Tusk. Learning that the refinery 
project is dead, Remy and Tusk decide to get aggressive with Frank. 

 
● 22.ep 

○ The chapter starts with a scandalous photo of Claire and Adam Galloway 
"mysteriously" leaked to the press, which leads to the Underwoods 
strategizing with Doug and Grayson on how to deal with it. Claire is able to 



convince Galloway to deny their affair and they explain the photo as personal 
shots taken for Frank, but Remy Danton then coerces the photographer into 
releasing another photo, this one of Claire in the shower. Grayson then 
attempts to discredit the second. Adam then explains to the press that he 
released the second photo because of a threat to his fiancée, but after more 
pressure from Claire, Galloway makes a statement claiming that the whole 
thing was a publicity stunt on his part. Frank's friend Freddy is forced to sell 
his restaurant to pay his son's bail, and in the process loses his deal for a 
franchise. After it all, he renounces his friendship to Frank, and the latter feels 
true regret for the first time. Instead of making him change his ways, this 
invigorates Frank to retaliate even harder against Tusk. 

○ At the other end of things, Raymond Tusk starts threatening the reporter 
Sayyad and tells her to stop investigating the ties between him and Xander 
Feng. 

 
● 23.ep 

○ Walker has to deal with Chinese naval movements against Japan as the trade 
war escalates.  

○ To put more pressure on Raymond Tusk as retaliation for Adam Galloway, 
Frank's team leaks information to Ayla Sayyad that links Tusk to Lanagin's 
casino. This leads her to confirm her suspicions regarding a laundering 
scheme that is heavily influencing Congress, and she questions Lanagin and 
his involvement. Sayyad publishes her story on the money laundering 
scheme, which causes a huge stir in the press. The resulting investigation 
reflects badly on Walker, and he eventually follows Frank's advice to appoint 
a special prosecutor to investigate the story and to clear the White House of 
any involvement. 

○ Frank and Jackie Sharp continue their battle of wills over Claire's legislation, 
which Jackie is against as a former soldier. Frank then starts siding with 
Grayson over Doug on strategy since it appears the latter is distracted all of 
the time. 

 
● 24.ep 

○ Lanagin accuses Remy Danton of using him to save Tusk. Later, a photo of 
Doug at Lanagin's casino is found and Frank scolds Doug for involving him in 
the scandal since everyone knows Doug is his assistant. Seeing their 
unfriendly relationship as detrimental to the Underwoods' reputation, Doug 
and Seth Grayson attempt to mend their relationship for the good of the 
couple and then make a plan of attack to quiet the scandal. 

○ Frank encourages the President to be open with Heather Dunbar, the special 
prosecutor handling the case, but stonewalls Dunbar himself. He eventually 
turns over his travel logs, but is later contacted by Remy who proposes a deal 
to decrease his attacks on Frank's reputation to protect Jackie from 
involvement. Remy had tried to pressure Jackie to implicate Frank in the 
scandal by threatening to leak the circumstances of her rise to the Whip 
position, but has to try another method when she refuses to be manipulated. 



○ While going through the travel logs, Dunbar finds President Walker's marital 
counseling sessions with his wife. 

 
● 25.ep 

○ Garrett Walker accuses Frank Underwood of engineering his downfall, which 
causes the two to break contact. Jackie Sharp is derided by Megan 
Hennessey in the press for opposing the sexual assault bill, and Jackie 
retaliates by attacking Claire. Claire tries to reconcile with Jackie and drops 
the bill, but this then leads to a falling out with Megan who ends up having a 
breakdown. 

○ Frank convinces Catherine Durant and Heather Dunbar to offer Xander Feng 
immunity and asylum since the businessman has fled Dubai to escape 
conviction and execution for his crimes in China. As part of the deal, Feng 
confirms there was a laundering scheme which then forces the Walkers to 
waive their client privilege with their counselor Reverend Larkin so that they 
are fully cooperating with the investigation. Dunbar then interviews Larkin, but 
she discovers he was coached by the White House counsel to withhold 
Walker's prescription of medication from his testimony. 

○ Meanwhile, Tusk is subpoenaed but invokes the Fifth Amendment, and 
Grayson worsens things by turning Tusk and Remy Danton against each 
other. In the end, despite her conflict with Claire, the Underwoods convince 
Jackie to help in guiding Walker's impeachment. Their argument is that not 
doing so will spell disaster for the Democratic Party in the upcoming midterm 
elections. 

 
● 26.ep 

○ Linda Vasquez is called before a congressional committee to testify about her 
knowledge of President Garrett Walker's alleged medication and connections 
with the Chinese contributions to Super PACs. Frank Underwood appears on 
60 Minutes to defend himself and President Walker, stressing that he serves 
his nation not himself. In the oval office, Walker asks Linda to offer Raymond 
Tusk a Presidential pardon if he indicts himself and Underwood before the 
congressional committee. Underwood and Doug Stamper arrange a meeting 
with Tusk to get ahead of Walker's obvious offer. 

○ Jackie meets with Donald Blythe to convince him and his allies to assist in the 
impeachment of President Walker. He agrees to help because it will bode 
better for the Democratic Party if Walker is out of office at midterm elections. 

○ Linda meets with Tusk to offer him the pardon on the grounds that he 
confesses at the congressional committee to channeling Super PAC funds in 
from Chinese businessmen and provides testimony that Frank Underwood 
was associated with the illegal activity. As they speak a package arrives 
containing a ticket to the opera and a peach. 

○ Claire tries to console a doped-up Megan at her home, but Megan shuts her 
out. Claire returns home and receives a call from Tricia Walker. Claire 
apologizes if her suggestion of counseling got the Walkers into any trouble 



but Tricia acknowledges that it was important to get the truth out to the 
American people.  

○ In the basement of the opera house, Tusk and Underwood meet. Frank 
suggests Walker's pardon is useless if his presidency doesn't last and urges 
him to use his business acumen to mitigate his risk. Tusk gives Underwood 
an ambiguous answer, swaying mostly in Walker's favor.  

○ An upset Frank arrives at home and re-affirms his promise to Claire that he 
will not end up in prison. He then writes a typewritten letter to President 
Walker revealing that he does covet the Presidency but in due time. He 
stresses that he will stand with Walker through any adversity. Frank proves he 
is a man of his word by including a self-indicting letter confessing to all the 
Super PAC charges that Walker has been associated with. Walker then gives 
Frank a call and Frank promises to prove his allegiance by whipping the votes 
in the House to go in Walker's favor. 

○ Jackie offers Remy Danton a potential spot on the administration if he testifies 
against Tusk. Remy, furious with Frank, reluctantly acknowledges he has no 
other options. Walker calls Linda and tells her to rescind Tusk's pardon offer. 

○ Frank meets with Michael Kern to ostensibly discuss Kern's support of 
Walker, but coyly suggests he would make Kern the Secretary of the Treasury 
if Underwood became president. 

○ On the way to the congressional committee hearing, Tusk receives the bad 
news from Linda and his lawyers tell him to return to the original plan — to 
plead the Fifth Amendment. One lawyer then receives news that Remy 
Danton has volunteered to testify to Heather Dunbar. In an interview room, 
Dunbar impatiently waits for Danton to arrive. Simultaneously, Tusk takes the 
stand and pleads the Fifth for several questions before finally breaking and 
admitting "he knew". 

○ As the press make a heyday with this confession, Kern speaks with 
Republicans Hector Mendoza and Curtis Haas to agree to impeach Walker 
out of office. Still laying low at Camp David, Walker calls Underwood who 
again pledges his loyalty to fight the impeachment no matter what the cost. 
Walker expresses some concern that the impeachment has repercussions 
outside their personal aspirations for office. Walker then calls Kern to try and 
gain favor in the Senate, should the House vote to impeach him. 

○ Stamper drives to Rachel's apartment, wakes her up and drives her away 
from her apartment. Frightened for her life, she jumps out of the car at a stop 
light. Stamper follows her into the woods but she hits him over the head with a 
rock multiple times, seemingly killing him. She then drives off in his car. 

○ The congressional committee decides to take an immediate vote if Walker's 
impeachment should go immediately to the House of Representatives. Frank 
meets with Walker, who returns the typewritten letter and acknowledges that 
he would have liked his presidency to end on a different note, but he is certain 
his resignation is the right thing for his family and for the country. Frank 
tosses the letter into the fire. In front of the press corps, Garrett Walker 
resigns his presidency and Frank Underwood is sworn in as the 46th 
President of the United States of America. 



○ Inside the Camp David compound, Frank asks Catherine Durant to get the 
Chinese President on the line. He agrees to revoke Xander Feng's immunity if 
the Chinese withdraw their ships from the Taiwanese seas. The Chinese 
agree but Durant cautions that the action diminished the integrity of the state 
department. 

 
 

Useful Links 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OUS9mM8Xbbw (US Electoral System) 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L8urcMLGFyU(Explanation of Congressional Leadership 
and the titles) 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=buQQuyWFtZU(Understanding the relation between 
branches) 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qGzn636DREY(For further understanding cabinet) 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lrk4oY7UxpQ&list=PL8dPuuaLjXtOfse2ncvffeelTrqvhrz8
H(Understanding of US Government as a Whole) 
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